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(e) Person means any individual, partnership, corporation, association, or
other business unit.
§ 1000.3

§ 1000.8 Nonpool plant.
Nonpool plant means any milk receiving, manufacturing, or processing plant
other than a pool plant. The following
categories of nonpool plants are further defined as follows:
(a) A plant fully regulated under another Federal order means a plant that
is fully subject to the pricing and pooling provisions of another Federal
order.
(b) Producer-handler plant means a
plant operated by a producer-handler
as defined under any Federal order.
(c) Partially regulated distributing
plant means a nonpool plant that is not
a plant fully regulated under another
Federal order, a producer-handler
plant, or an exempt plant, from which
there is route disposition in the marketing area during the month.
(d) Unregulated supply plant means a
supply plant that does not qualify as a
pool supply plant and is not a plant
fully regulated under another Federal
order, a producer-handler plant, or an
exempt plant.
(e) An exempt plant means a plant described in this paragraph that is exempt from the pricing and pooling provisions of any order provided that the
operator of the plant files reports as
prescribed by the market administrator of any marketing area in which
the plant distributes packaged fluid
milk products to enable determination
of the handler’s exempt status:
(1) A plant that is operated by a governmental agency that has no route
disposition in commercial channels;
(2) A plant that is operated by a duly
accredited college or university disposing of fluid milk products only
through the operation of its own facilities with no route disposition in commercial channels;
(3) A plant from which the total
route disposition is for individuals or
institutions for charitable purposes
without remuneration; or
(4) A plant that has route disposition
and packaged sales of fluid milk products to other plants of 150,000 pounds or
less during the month.

Route disposition.

Route disposition means a delivery to
a retail or wholesale outlet (except a
plant), either directly or through any
distribution facility (including disposition from a plant store, vendor, or
vending machine) of a fluid milk product in consumer-type packages or dispenser units classified as Class I milk.
§ 1000.4

Plant.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, plant means the
land, buildings, facilities, and equipment constituting a single operating
unit or establishment at which milk or
milk products are received, processed,
or packaged, including a facility described in paragraph (b)(2) of this section if the facility receives the milk of
more than one dairy farmer.
(b) Plant shall not include:
(1) A separate building without stationary storage tanks that is used only
as a reload point for transferring bulk
milk from one tank truck to another
or a separate building used only as a
distribution point for storing packaged
fluid milk products in transit for route
disposition; or
(2) An on-farm facility operated as
part of a single dairy farm entity for
the separation of cream and skim or
the removal of water from milk.
§ 1000.5

Distributing plant.

Distributing plant means a plant that
is approved by a duly constituted regulatory agency for the handling of Grade
A milk at which fluid milk products
are processed or packaged and from
which there is route disposition or
transfers of packaged fluid milk products to other plants.
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§ 1000.6

Supply plant.

Supply plant means a plant approved
by a duly constituted regulatory agency for the handling of Grade A milk
that receives milk directly from dairy
farmers and transfers or diverts fluid
milk products to other plants or manufactures dairy products on its premises.

§ 1000.9 Handler.
Handler means:
(a) Any person who operates a pool
plant or a nonpool plant.
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